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Offering both comfort to the fearful and confirmation to the curious, Between Death and Life â€“

Conversations with a Spirit examines different levels of existence in the spirit realms through

hundreds of real peopleâ€™s past life testimonies as revealed to widely published and

internationally acclaimed past-life regressionist and hypnotherapist Dolores Cannon.What happens

at the point of death?Where do we go afterwards?Does oneâ€™s personality survive after

death?How are the good and the bad experiences of life accounted for?What is the purpose of

life?These are questions everybody asks. And no one is better qualified to provide reasonable

answers than Dolores Cannon. During forty years of detailed research, this widely experienced and

well-respected American past-life regression therapist has accumulated a mass of credible

information about the death experience and what lies beyond. While reliving their dying

experiences, hundreds of subjects reported the same memories. The similarity and sincerity of their

recollections are too convincing to be ignored.This eye-opening book explores the world beyond

ours, giving us an insight into the death experience and reincarnation, guides and guardian angels,

ghosts and walk-ins. It examines different levels of existence in the spirit realms; the â€˜Healing

Chambersâ€™ for the damaged; the schools where you integrate lessons learned on Earth and

where you discover the laws of the Universe; how you plan your next incarnation, the lessons to be

learned and future karmic relationships before birth.Between Death and Life: Table of ContentsThe
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Written in the format of interviews between hypnotherapist and client, this book explores the time

between lifetimes (sometimes called the astral world) as reported "first hand". As a student of yoga

philosophy, I have some familiarity with this subject. But I appreciate the cheerful, insightful and

sometimes humorous details which give me much more depth in and appreciation for the vast and

benign realm of spirit, of which our familiar world is but a small part.

Everyone should read this book. Embrace the hear-after with anticipation. Live your current life well.

Dolores' regressions give you the information we should all use as a guide to live a good life and not

be afraid to pass on and not be worried about our loved ones who passed before us. Very good

hand-book for us all>

I enjoyed this book because it was easy to read and I felt it answered or made me think about the

place we go when we pass. I am aware of this line of thinking so it reaffirmed that belief. The book

encouraged us to think about how we can grow in our life on earth. To look at events in life as a

learning experience for ones self and those who are around us. I believe it did a good job

encouraging us to not be judgemental to others or ourselves because it will look quite different in the

spiritual realm.

between death and life this is a book you'll want to read. It's important for everyone to know there is

nothing to be afraid of when we die...it's only the beginning. You will learn so many things you never

knew before like why we choose to come to earth and why we experience certain things in our lives

and so much more.



Arrived quickly. Dolores Cannon's "Between Death and Life" is truly fascinating. She also repeats

common themes I've read in other books and articles, but her way of presenting them is rather

unique, I believe. Her conversations with "spirit" were done through her hypnotized clients. Ms.

Cannon is now dead, so likely she'll be researching and documenting in the afterlife what she wrote

about here on earth.

Absolutely incredible reading! I had read Brian weiss' books and this is extreme validation that

religion has it ALL WRONG!

I appreciate the efforts and the boldness of Dolores to explore and iterate on this 'mystery'. There is

a lot of resonance with what feels more true. If the stories came from varied individuals, it seems

that it did, and the information is consistent throughout, we have a lot to gain from the study and

practice of the information.Life on Earth, on this plane is purpose-full.

My 3 kids were killed on February 22, 2015 my dad turned me to this book and it honestly has

brought some good info to me and has helped me see there is more to life than what I'm allowing.
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